
Have you ever looked at Australia’s money?  

Who are those people on the banknotes 
and why are they there? 

And why is the Queen on all the coins 
and on the $5 note?

 Each image on Australian currency, 
whether person, plant or creature, 

has been carefully chosen to represent 
and celebrate Australia. 

Our money tells us our history, 
and points to the Australia 

that we hope to be.

Show me the Money and 
I will show you Australia.
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The students of 
Mount Mayhem 

primary school are fed up. 
Their uniform is hideous,
the tuckshop sells only 

healthy food, 
and the sports cupboard 

is empty.

It’s time to find a leader 
who will speak 
on their behalf. 

But who will it be?
They need an election!

Fortunately Ms Sparks 
is an expert on 

preferential voting.

Voting has never been 
so much fun.
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“Perfect information for future voters and a must-have for the Australian classroom.”
G E D  K E A R N E Y

“See?

it’s not that 

difficult!”

A N T O N Y  G R E E N

“I wish I’d read this before I prematurely declared Labor the winner of the 2019 election.”M A R K  H U M P H R I E S

“Delightful and 

informative, 

this is even more 

essential – and 

arguably more 

delicious – than a 

democracy sausage.”

J A M E S  J E F F R E Y
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Synopsis

Have you ever looked at Australia’s money?

Who are those people on the banknotes and why are 
they there? And why is the Queen on all the coins and 
on the $5 note?

Each image on Australian currency, whether person, 
plant or creature, has been carefully chosen to represent 
and celebrate Australia.

Our money tells us our history, and points to the 
Australia that we hope to be.

Show  me the money and I will show you Australia.

Writing Style

Show Me the Money is suitable for establishing and es-
tablished readers. The text introduces complex concepts 
including currency, commemorative coins and security 
features in an accessible and interesting way. 

It provides interesting information about Australia’s 
currency, and is a starting point for further investigation 
into Australia’s history and notable individuals.
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About the authors

Sue Lawson
www.suelawson.com.au

Sue Lawson’s books are recognized for the sensitive way they explore the exciting and heart-
breaking complexities of adolescence. Her books include the award-winning Freedom Ride, 
and picture book, Respect, co-written with Boonwurrung Elder, Aunty Fay Muir. Fay and Sue 
create books that celebrate and explore Australia’s First Nations Peoples’ rich culture and his-
tory.

Karen Tayleur
www.karentayleur.com

Karen Tayleur was born in the western suburbs of Melbourne and moved to the eastern sub-
urbs in her tweens. Reading was something she learned to do before she started school and it 
has helped shape the person she is today. 
She has had a variety of jobs including present wrapper, bank teller and ward assistant in a 
nursing home. She was a publisher at the age of 20 for the short story magazine Brave New 
Word and thinks nothing can replace the rush of writing except maybe reading a really good 
story. She has had over 40 books published for children and young adults.
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Curriculum link: Literacy

Before reading:

• During discussions before reading, create a Wonderings Wall during the discussion. Either a 
scribe can note questions, or students can write their own on sticky notes to add to the Won-
derings Wall

• As a class, and before showing the students the cover of the book, discuss what they know about 
Australia’s currency. What does it look like? Who/what is on the coins and notes? Why do you 
think those people and creatures are on the money?

• Now examine the book’s cover. Can students name or recognise the people on the cover? What 
type of book is this? Where would you expect to find it in your library? What or who might the 
title refer to? Who might it be written for? Flick through the book with students. Ask if their 
assumptions have changed or been supported. Read the blurb and ask students why they think 
the line reads ‘Show me the money, and I’ll show you Australia.’

While reading:

• Ask students to write any words, expressions, or names of people they’d like to know more 
about.
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After reading:

• Revisit the Wondering Wall. Were students’ wonderings accurate?

• Ask students to share their most exciting discovery from the book.

• Are there areas or questions that need to be explored? Allow students to conduct their own 
investigations into any words or descriptions they would like clarified and any Wondering Wall 
questions not answered. Students share their discoveries with the class. This can be an individ-
ual or group activity.

• Revisit the final line of the blurb, ‘Show me the Money and I will show you Australia.’ After 
reading the book, has the meaning of the statement changed for you? 

• What do you think an overseas visitor would make of our country after looking at our coins and 
notes?

• Show students current coins and bank notes. Using real notes allows you to show students the 
holograms and moving elements on the notes. However if this isn’t practical, visit the Reserve 
Bank of Australia https://www.rba.gov.au/banknotes/ and The Royal Australian Mint https://
www.ramint.gov.au/circulating-coins and display the coins and notes on the smartboard. 

• Discuss the features of each. 

• Compare paper notes to the new designs. https://banknotes.rba.gov.au/australias-banknotes/
other-banknotes/
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English, Humanities, Technology and Art Activities

ACTIVITY:

• Economists have suggested we are heading towards a cashless society. Discuss how that might 
look. Advantages and disadvantages of a cashless society. Students choose a position on the 
following statement and write a persuasive piece to support their position. “Cash is no longer 
needed in our modern society.”

ACTIVITY:

• Consider the question, ‘What could we use instead of money?’ Brainstorm options, advantages 
and disadvantages of the suggested currency. In groups of three, have students decide upon a 
form of currency and its value. Groups share their ideas with the rest of the class.

ACTIVITY:

• What makes a person worthy of being included on Australia’s currency? How have they con-
tributed to the Australia we know today? How are they similar and different? 

• Discuss other notable people who could be included on bank notes. Keep a list on the white-
board. Could groups or organisations be included on banknotes? What groups might be suit-
able? (Nurses, CFA, police etc)

• Divide students into groups and allocate each a bank note denomination. Students choose an 
individual or group to feature on their own banknote and design their own. Just like current 
bank notes, the students’ notes should include elements relevant to the individual or group they 
change.
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English, Humanities, Technology and Art Activities (con

ACTIVITY:
• Introduce the concept of Fat and Skinny Questions. This thinking skill encourages students 

to ask questions that gather the most information. Fat questions gather information and start 
with Explain, why, how. Skinny questions can often be answered with yes or no. 

• Once the students understand the concept, ask them to write five questions they would like to 
ask one of the people featured on our currency. 

ACTIVITY:

• Choose one of the topics from the index or a person featured on the notes. Allocate topics or al-
low children to choose. Children then research and create a mini project that features different 
information than that presented in the book.

ACTIVITY: 

• Look closely at the timeline at the end of the book.  There are many important events listed, as 
well as the birth years of people from Australia’s currency.

• Choose events, such as the introduction of the holey dollar, the Melbourne Mint, the opening 
of Parliament House, etc and allocate events to students. Students research and write report 
about the event.
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English, Humanities, Technology and Art Activities (continued)

ACTIVITY:

• In groups, children will produce a book trailer for Show Me the Money. Before they start, show 
students a variety of book trailers. After watching, discuss the purpose of book trailers and 
which was the most successful.

• Read the Reading Agency book trailer advice on creating a book trailer.

• After creating the book trailers, allocate a different class for each group to visit and share their 
trailer.

Find out more: 
• https://readingagency.org.uk/young-people/003-skills/5-tips-for-making-a-book-trailer-that-

works.html
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GDhNI3CkJpA
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6fwlJxNoMM
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=d006m8sgjwo&feature=emb_logo
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XIHmR9RkW2M
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rg126xwE2q4

ACTIVITY:

• Design an alternative cover for Show Me the Money.
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